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Hold oa to your Ccadeat ActivL-ticket. Yoall need it to attend com
ing events.
y
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Who Stole

Hole'. Roll?

Bishops Downed

Reel Cross Fixes $500

as Mose
Hole Is Honored For 250 Wins
54- -

51

GoalForTenDay Drive

By LARRY PIPER
Saturday evening the Wooster student body turned out en mass
to pay tribute and show its appreciation to the dean of Ohio State's
basketball coaches, Mose Hole.
Officially t'was "Coach Mose Hole Appreciation Night", otherwise
known as "Pack up your troubles in your old saddle leather bag night."
On behalf of the Scot students, who made possible the memorable
President Art Palmer of
occasion.
the Student Senate presented Coach
Hole with, a certificate for a new
suit and a travelling bag, which in
future years it is believed Mose will
use to send basketball foes a'pack- in .
Gladiator Mose
It is highly significant that the
suitcase, which was of Gladiator design, was given to one of Wooster's
e
gladiators, Mose Hole
great
splendid
a
sportsman and competitor whether at home or "Roman".
;
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all-tim-

Before the game commenced, Captain Don Swegan presented Coach
Hole with a tie and two shirts (one
a sporty red flannel number) from
the team.

Wagner Appointed
Captain for
8
v Reluctant
that all the surprises
'47-M-

should be so
one
sided, Coach Hole announced that
Ralph "Fingers" Wagner had been
appointed captain of Wooster's '47
'48 basketball team.
The Scots entered the Ohio Wes- leyan game as underdog because of
5
the
defeat the Bishops had
pinned on them earlier in the sea'
son. The game, however, proved to
be as interesting and bitterly contested as had been anticipated.
(Mose"-aicall-

y

69-4-

In spite of the final

score

54-5- 1

Wooster was never headed by - the
Wesleyan quintet, assuming the of
fensive from the opening whistle.
3,

:
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54-5-
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Courtesy of The Wooster Daily Record

Dixie Hutson, composer
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Staging an
battle, Gint
Stevenson of Ohio Wesleyan meshed
one fielder and one free throw, and
Johnnys' Meyer and Smith each
sank field goals to make the score,

the audience found themselves in the
dormitory of a remote Russian university. After a few undecided moments, the fact became established that
the plot was a love story with a new
twist. Using a neat lighting effect to"
Smith traded field goals in the final split the stage into both a girl's and
boy's dorm, the furtherance of a bud
four minutes. With the score,
the Scots stalled deftly in the last ding romance was concocted by the in
s
two minutes. Jim Weygandt, who had genious methods of college
replaced Bob Baxter because the lat- the world over.
ter had fouled out, then clinched
Dialogue was kept on a constant
the victory with his
move through the acts by means of Joe
Earl "Swish" Shaw's 21 points were Sherman's unseen voice which ex
high for Wooster. Wagner, Swegan, plained, narrated and occasionally ar
Baxter, Smith, and Weygandt col gued with the characters on stage, Af
lected 14, 9, 6, 2 and 2 points in ter the love angle was made clear, the
that order. The Ohio Wesleyan game music captured the stage in the form
was the last home game for Captain of Jeanne "Torchy" Fagan giving out
Don Swegan and Ross Smith, who with "Siberian Gale", "Could It Be
You" by a quartette of Compton,
graduate in June.
up-hi- ll

50-4- 9.

52-5-

1,

room-mate-

two-point- er.

Program Sal. Afternoon

Wo

Daflr Kacord

Scot Cottage Brainchild Brings
Color Day Honors to Sophomores
Titled "Meander With The Gander" the winning script for the

1947 Color Day Pageant was written by the. combined efforts of the
Have you ever thought to yourself
15 sophomore girls of Scot Cottage. When told of the judges' decision,
when a professor handed out a virtually impossible exam, "Gee, I wish he the writers immediately called a house meeting in which Eloise Balconi
had to take this!" Well, here's your was named director of the production, with Marilyn Johnston as her
chance. On Saturday afternoon at 2
assistant
in Scott Auditorium, Wooster's new
The pageant will feature take-off-s
literary magazine is holding a Student-Facult- y
Mother Goose rhyme
on the age-olQuiz. Proceeds (the admission
as applied in a completely new fash
is 10 cents, payable at the door) will
ion. Casting for the production will be
go toward publishing the magazine.
held next week, and it is hoped that
If you have any questions that you
rehearsals will get under way in the
think might stump the experts, put
immediate future. Enactment of the
The Student Faculty Relations Com'
them in the box on the table in center
"Mother Goose moderne" theme will mittee held its monthly meeting Mon
Kauke before Saturday noon, or give
combine music, pantomime and dance day night, Mar. 3, in the Trustees'
them to Joyce Jarman or Jack Holden,
V
in fantasy.
The faculty will be ably represented
To celebrate their victory, the au- items of business.
by Mr. Mosel, Mr. Hutchison, Mr.
thors plan a banquet financed by the
It was announced that the fire sirens
Hartman, Mr. Coolidge and Mr.
prize money of $13.
have been installed on the campus,
Keifer. Opposing them will be Mary
and it seems that all of a sudden peo
the
selection
of
The
for
committee
Lewis, Marion Loehlin, Martha Pratt,
ple are getting worried about the pos
scripts'
consisted
Miss
Kathleen
of
Boyd Daniels and Dave Blackshear.
sibility
of fires on campus. Mr. Ander
Frederick
Mr.
Lowrie,
Moore,
Mr.
So, come on out Saturday and watch
appointed chairman of a com'
was
son
Livy
"Skip"
Paul
Modlish,
Pierson,
Quiz Master Bob Schicker take them
mittee
to look into the matter of fire
through their pacesl Anything can DePastina, Kay Deen, Art Palmer,
happen the students might even win! and Art Southwick. Scripts were sub- drills, and it was urged that some kind
mitted to the judges on Feb. 15. Other of a fire drill be held immediately, if
of Colonial not sooner.
contestants were:
The cost of parties and general man
Club, Anne Taylor, Alice Hickman
of dance decorations was
agement
Bob
Betty
Reif,
Taylor,
and
and
Jane
discussed.
It was felt by many that
Ken Wright.
It was also announced that peti- the expenses for most of the campus
tioning for May Queen candidates will parties were too high, and that there
begin Mar. 17. Election of the Queen was a competitive spirit prevalent as
to which organization could put on the
will be held Mar. 26 and 27.
most expensive affair. Since ingenuity,
New committee heads recently apand
not money, should be the main
pointed for the Color Day week end
item of interest, the matter of dance
are Ed Snell, business manager; and
expenses, along with the scheduling of
Dick Falls, in charge of the
extracurricular activities, was referred
Dance on May 10. Music for the
to the Student Senate. It is to make its
dance will be provided by Tommy Van
report at the next SFRC meeting. It
r
and his orchestra, a popular
was also suggested that the Senate reband.
consider the problem of chaperones
again, and report back to the SFRC
to be vaguely applicable to a small
The Honor System question was
college of northeastern Ohio. This
discussed. Art Palmer gave the
again
rumor is totally unconfirmed, ' how
ideas of the various sections on this
ever. The chorus again appeared for
question. Most of the sections feel that
routine on "Handle
a
the honor system, as such, would not
With Care." True, 'at times the plot
work on this campus at present. AnJim Colaneri, author
was lost amid the maze of comedy, but
other ' committee consisting of Dean
was funny!
it
Croghan,
Condit,
and
and
a
Hunter,
Taeusch, Betty Dodds, Mr. Hutchison,
In the office of the Lowrygrad and Fred Stead was appointed conduet by Frank Condit and Catherine
to
"Growl" the original plot was again sider the
Haun backed by a lively chorus.
matter again in the light of
The second act brought high com- discovered through the two lovers' the whole
program.
edy into the classroom with Bob Snick- typewriters. Jan Johnson's burlesque
A letter was read from Joan Bower at his "Phi Beta best". Hidden be- ballet provided the humor of the act, man in which she recommended that
hind his own beard, his lecture on but with a sudden lurch, the love story some recognition be given for work
"boy and girl relationships" left the was again taken up and advanced a done in
activities. It
audience roaring. To the delight of the small step forward.
was voted that this matter be turned
audience frequent interruptions in the
Moving into the final act, in the col over to the Senate for consideration.
audience lowered (or should I say lege duma (cokesky-hang-oto you)
Another letter from the Goodyear
elevated) the humor to the "Hellza-poppin- " 'Torchy" Fagan returned for a second Tire and Rubber Company was
read,
level. References made to the torrid rendition of "Siberian Gale" which announced the resumption
of
college sex life were thought by some
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Pag 4)
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Dance Costs, Fire
Drills and Clubs
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inside of an iron lung in the second
half. Earl scored 15 of his 21 points
in this half, and the 15 points were
four more than the combined total
of his teammates,
Scorching the strings with the
Scots' first seven points in the sec
ond half, Shaw helped Wooster re
tain its lead,
Despite two more buckets by Shaw,
one by Wagner, and successful foul
shots by Swegan and Wagner, the
Bishops cut the lead to
Here
upon, the Black and Gold rallied
to score six points and hold the
. Bishops to one point; the score was
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Panics Students
On Opening Night

Earl Shaw Scores 21 Points
- "Swish" Shaw was hotter than
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The drive will be headed by Joe Bindley, chairman; Mr. Mosel, faculty advisor;
Tom Lykos, publicity director; livy DePastina, head of women's collections; and
David Cull, head of men's collections.

Kenarden men have a good chance
of using the new Lounge being furnished in the south wing basement of
Kenarden within a couple of weeks ac
cording to E. Zearl Ramey, the col
lege buildings and grounds director,
M.S.G.A. prexy, Fred Stead, hopes
that the work will be complete,, by
March 14, the date of the Serenade
Contest permitting aformal opening
of the Lounge and general open house
for Kenarden alter the contest in
Scott.
The equipment and furnishings, al
ready here and being installed, prom'
tse an excellent center " tt activities
for the men. A Magnavox automatic
record player and a newly tuned piano
will furnish the music. Pool tables
tables, lit by flores
and
will
be centers for the
lighting,
cent
back room . athletes. Leather daven
ports, natural finish chairs, coffee
tables and card tables complete the
picture. The new Lounge will be
twice as large as the old dark corner
which used to house luggage and an
table since the former
storage room is now included.
Ramey's campaign of college im
provement is not confined to Kenarden. A "between classes" rec room
is being planned for the corner of
Kauke where the construction com
pany offices were. Steel chrome fur
and
mture is on hand:
pool tables are being installed. Nat
urally a record player is out due to
the disturbance of classes above. Prof.
Vergilius Ferm will return to find
himself sandwiched between clicking cue balls below and thundering
German feet above.
ping-pon-

52-5- 1.

'Your Red Cross Carries on!' At the college the 10 day campaign to raise $700
as our share of the Wooster quota was off to a sending start Tuesday, Mar. 4 after
Mr. James The Influence' Mosel, shown to the left with drive chairman Joe Bindley,
not only presented the drive plans to the student body during chapel but raised the
question whether or not Woosterians would all be 'normal' people. By 'normaT
people he means those that will give without being asked. Tom Lykos, publicity head
of the program, introduced Mr. Mosel with one of the most apt introductory speeches
of the year.
:'
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New Lounge Will
Include Magnavox
And Game Tables

At one point in the first half the
Scots led,
their biggest mar
gin of the game. But the Bishops
rallied gamely in the second half to
reduce the score to
Jim Weygandt Ices Game
Hereupon Wooster cleverly froze
the ball in the dying seconds. Jim
Weygandt's superbly executed left
handed bunny shot in the final 30
seconds iced the game,
It was the Scots' 16th victory of the
season and enabled them to share a
fifth place tie in the Ohio Conference
and to be rated the fifth best team in
the state.
lead
Wooster established a 17-early in the first half, principally due
to the nine points "Fingers" Wag- By KEN WRIGHT
ner poured thru the hoop. Don Swe
Thursday night at precisely 8:15,
Kan twitched the twines with two
fielders, and Ross Smith and Bob Bax the curtains at Scott Auditorium opter each flipped in one field goal.
ened on Wooster's 33rd Annual Gum
Shoe
Hop. The orchestra set the mood
Shaw's
six points,
Sparked by Earl
with
a medley of four original songs
lead late in the
Wooster held a
second period. But the Bishops fought by "Dixie" Hutson and Johnne Weit-ze- l.
When the first act got under way,
back to reduce the score to
at
28-1-
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Collections will be made through
the dormitories with the following
solicitors:
1st section
John Compton
Wayne Oiffe
2nd section
Bill Caldwell
3rd section
Myron Bellinger
4th section
5th section
Bob Ormsby
6th section
Dick Catoss
Clarence Forsberg
7th section
Jerry Deuble
8th section
Lew
Wood
9th section
Douglass; Bob Trelore
Dave Clyde
Dick Cave
Herb Benson
Bill Ratx
Don Ratz
Art Weiss
Babcock
Livy DePastina
Campus - Betty Gustafson
Hoover
Ann Reid
Helen Agricola
Holden
Polly Swan
Holden Annex
Miller
Marilyn Proctor
Westminster
Joan Murphy
Scott
Betty Kilgore
Korner
Pat Hartley
Colonial
Mina Hayes
Beall
Lois Zaun
Bowman
Dotty Daw
Taylor Units
Jim Bierley
Kenarden Units
Jim Cristman
Married Veterans
Vi Primer
Now is the time to Give
That in
time of distress others may live.
.

Career Ucek Ccnniilcs
Announces Acccplnnccs
Dave Castle, head oil squirter for
the wheels of Career Week nnrmn-the acceptance of several more vocational consultants this week.
The
schedule worked out by the Career
Week committee includes approximately thirty occupational fields, each one
keynoted by a. speaker who has made
that field his career. Most of the ex
pected speakers-hav- esent-t- he
ceptances,
Working in well with the committee's plans will be the visit of Major
Webb D. Sawyer on the campus Mar.
in the interest of Marine officer
procurement through a summer training program. Despite the low marginal
utility of the military it .will not be
slighted.
d

24-2- 5

be Paul V. Barrett, personnel director of the Ohio Oil Co. who will initiate proceedings with an address in
chapel on Mar. 24. Following him will
be a parade of the best known lights
in their particular fields that the committee could obtain.
A special vote of thanks is due to
Mr. Foote of the campus Veterans Administration branch who not only
threw the first seeds on the soil but has
been invaluable in assisting the Career
Week committee over some of the
bumps encountered. Mr. Foot is an
Oberlin graduate where Career Week
has been a tradition for some time.

Ucsininslcr El::b
The officers of the College West
minster Fellowship were installed by
the Rev. C J. L. Bates, March 3rd
Those taking office were the follow
ing: President Mary Ellen Frasiar,
Glenn Schwartz, Sec
retary Florence Jackman, Treasurer
Gorden Wagner, Commissioners:
Faith and Life Bob Reed. Steward
shipFlorence Mason,
Fel
lowshipHugh Macxaillan, Christian"
Outreach David Castle.
The discussion was on the subject,
"Why Do W Pray- -. Next Sunday,
the Commissions will hold separate
meetings and then the group will
discuss summer vocations for the college student. Worship fellowship
and food will be included in the
meeting.
Vice-Preside- nt

Qrti
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Can We Develop a Tradition?
to see Wooster try an honor system. Mt only is the
nature of such a system entirely consistent with the professed ideals of
Wooster, but the ethical maturity of being good without being watched
seems to me a genuine part of the educational process. There are also
such important incidental advantages to students as the liberty to leave
em exam room for a wcd or a coe.
But to be bluntly fran, there are responsibilities and problems
connected with any successful honor system which I do not believe
the student body has yet faced up to. To as for an honor system
ttrithout any sanctions, urithout any system for reporting or punishing
offenders is to issue an open invitation to cheating. It illustrates the
common pattern of irresponsibility of asing for rights without assuming duties. To believe that such a sanctionlcss system would wor
is to be naively unrealistic about human nature. The system of sanctions
might well be entirely student administered, thus at least in part re
'
moving the prejudice that reporting is squealing .
I feel sure that the faculty will go along with any plan that shows
promise of success. But frankjy we don't want to be played for sucers.
It is our resbonsibilitv to certify the "Wooster degree, and we simply
don't want to put the label on phony products. But, viewed in any
but the narrowest and most brejudiced light there is an important
student stae in this problem. Every cheater puts honest students at a
disadvantage; it is even a dubious javor to the cheater to permit mm to
continue in his ways; someday his conduct may be apprehended and
iudrcd bv men less sympathetic than college students and teachers.
Cheating sufficiently widespread and long enough continued could even
destroy the meaning and value of the wooster degree.
The heart of the problem seems to me the question of how we can
develob on this cambus the tradition of honesty, fair play and respon- sibility which alone can mae an honor system wor. That such an
attitude does not now exist seems painfully obvious. Our present
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Guest Editorial: Dr. John Hutchison
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By JOE H. BINDLEY
"Right this way, ladies and gentlemen for the biggest show on earth."
The eightieth Congress is in session and what a circus ij-- complete with
elephants and some Senators are promising cotton candy in the near
those cotton futures some way).
future (they have to get rid
In the center ring we have the "Dance of the Lilyof
Tennessee Valley, that is. All poor Dave wants to know "Is I Is or Is
I Ain't?", but the Congressional end, we find Truman riding a wizened
'the-Valle-

merely sings as its answer
Make
Up My Mind". The
"Can't
Senate ringmaster in this performance
we have just learned, spells his name
with a "T" instead of the more apseems that this is
propriate "D"
the conventional spelling of the word
in Ohio. In the midst of this performance, the U. N. is playing a game of
"Atom, atom, who's got the atom?"
but the Russian bear just smiles and
refuses to play.
chorus

and not least of all,
toil! reauire candid discussion,
acuity. The job.
and
students
a few new ideas on the part of both
ifaill be a hard one, and may be a long one, but I thm it can be done

It

self-criticis-

m,

y"

donkey with a placard reading
Statement".

.

'Along with the

No

news of the Moscow

convention, we hear word that Marshall is .planning on publishing a new
book as a seauel to an old favorite,
The Secretary's book will be entitled
"Nothing Quiet on the Eastern
Tont".

--

of a few and of complete indifference on the part of the vast majority
How to chanze such attitudes is a baffling and a difficult problem

Club Revisions

Signifying Nothing

fW.

In one of the side rings we have
an elephant and a donkey pulling
against each other and neither, budging the budget. A budget is a handy
Every year about this time the American Red Cross has its drive devise by which you figure
out your
for funds. This year more than ever before the Red Cross can point income ana your expenses so tnat
to a record of a job well done, and great service rendered.
you will be able to know how much
Xow the Red Cross is closer to the American people. Today you are going to be in the hole.
more and more people have had contact with the Red Cross. Millions
In their determination to effect eco
of veterans have used their Red Cross to assist them in getting their
both houses are trying to out
nomics,
disability claims. Other veterans have had aid from the Red Cross
each
other, but we are waiting for
do
while in the service. People on the home front have had more contact
little
the
man who suggested a re
through the blood bans, and other types of war service to which they
have contributed their time.
- - duction in Congressional salaries to
Since the end of the war, there have been several disasters in this get back from Siberia with his re
country in the form of hotel fires and train wrecs, and the Red Cross port.
?
The main difficulty over the bud
,
has been on the job serving and helping all who need.
Today when you see a sign which reads "Tour Red Cross Carries get seems to be that the Democrats
On", stopand consider. It is in fact TOUR Red Cross. It exists for are afraid that a reduction in th
YOU and TOURS regardless of your race, class or religion. When you budget will result in fewer govern'
ment employees which will mean
need help the Red Cross aids and ass no questions.
There is not a single person who would not give some assistance fewer purchases of tickets for the
Stanley High
at a trainwrec or a fire if they were there. "Haturally you can not "Jackson Day Dinner". The Repub
be there in person but you can be there through TOUR Red Cross licans seem to feel however, that un
less the budget is reduced, the taxes
doing efficiently and unassumingly the job which needs to be done.
job
will
able
be
Cross
Red
can not be reduced and then no one
its
continue
to
how
well
TOUR
Just
through
depends
contriis
humanity
TOUR
on TOU. It
can afford to attend the "Lincoln Day
of serving
buttons to the Red Cross drive beginning March first that YOUR Red Dinner". Seems that these guys never
heard of Hamburger Inn.
Cross will be able to carry on its fine wor next year.
So often "we put off doing those things which should be done only
On the other side of the tent, Har
to realize that it is too late. low is the time to support TOUR Red ry is busy letting down the canvas
Cross because TOU may be the next one who needs its help. TOUR to keep out the draft. The Armed
Speaker at the next meeting of
RED CROSS CARRIES OW
JHB.
forces will now be run on a volunteer the Wayne County Community forum

Your Red Cross

.

y

At the request of the Student Facul
ty Relations Committee, the W.S.G.A.
and Interclub Council last week con
ducted a survey to determine whether
or not women students want a reorganization of social clubs. Questionnaires, given to each girl on campus, asked the following:
Do 'you wish the organization of
social clubs to be considered for possible revision this spring?
What phases of the present system
need discussion?
What are your suggestions for
possible changes?
Although results of the poll have
not - y et - been - f ully - tabulated, the
majority of the women do want the
problem discussed, so that there will
be a definite system of rushing next
fail. Suggestions for possible revi
sion range from the establishment
of clubs to the adoption of national
sororities. Many favor a change in
the rushing system and in the quota
basis.

--

i

Of the 69,870 people in Calais, France, before the war, 87
were partially or completely bombed out. Jty'ne of the thirty
schools there were totally destroyed. Homes cannot be found for
the returning refugees, but the love of their home community
daily brings bac more of them to this devastated city on the
English channel.
Our French department last, year collected $150.00 to help
buy food, clothing, and medicine for the 140 girls then enrolled
T ' at L'Ecole de Filles, one of the primary schools in Calais. The
school building was completely destroyed by bombing and classes
are therefore being held in deserted German barrackjs.
An envelope containing letters of thans from many of the
children and from the headmistress of L'Ecdle de Filles arrived
here recently through the "Save the Children Federation."
The shipment sponsored by Wooster contained powdered
mil, chocolate, cod liver oil, a shoe box of pencils, 30 bars of
soap, 36 toothbrushes and tooth powder cans, 16 new and 20
used pairs of shoes, 10 scarves, 8 handkerchiefs, 30 sirts, 22
cotton sweaters, 30 underwear, 10
pants, 3,0 pairs of socs,
20 jacets, 30 hats, 15 pairs of gloves, 2 muffs, 1 morning gown,
1 pair of stockjngs, 1 coat, 2 dresses, 1 fur, 1 pajama, and 1
blanket.
But many children received nothing because with the swelling
.
enrollment, (the school now has 356 girls) the need for food
and supblies has increased tremendously. The "Save the Children Federation" has again asked our aid in making further oper
ation of L'Ecole de Filles possible and our French department
u again accepting donations to help answer this desperate plea.
.
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Gum Shoe Success
(Continued from Page 1)
followed by a. variety of subtle dia- Catherine
logue on the local
Haun and Frank Condit again double
on "Could Ie Be You" as the love
story is clinched with (surprise I) a happy ending. A final song sung by the
zou ve Had Vit ended
entire cast,
the show as the audience was "swept
away" by the finale.
Specjal mention is necessary for the
characterization of their parts by Jo
Garver, Hal Conwell, Jack Hunter,
and Bob Shicker. Bill and Don Ratz,
Jordan Miller, Jack Wilson, and
"Swede" Truelsen added a fine slaplove-sea- t.

.

mmm

m

sense. Under the new volunteer sys
tern people will probably stop talking

if you
around the post offices
you're
buddy,
in
mouth
open your
Latest rumor has it that "Influence"
has joined the Army recruiting ser

stick - touch- - betwen

all
original music by "Dixie"
Hutson and Johnne Weitzel was close
to genius, and the interpretation of

The grand finale of this circus is
a procession which is called "Looking
Forward t o 48" led by Stassen
bearing a sign "Stassen for Presi
dent". He is followed by a chorus

-a-

nd-during

acts. The

their tunes by Frank Condit, Catherine Haun, Jeanne Fagan and the chorus left little if nothing to be desired.
Responsibility for the gags, plot and
script goes to the author, Jim Colan-erwho also doubled "in the act".
i,

Joyce Jarman, director of the Hop,
deserves a huge vote of approval for
her long hours of coordination and
production.
but don't be
. That's about it
if you find the Friday and Saturday night productions an entirely
sur-prise-

FRIDAY, MARCH 7
Flay Might
Folk and Square Dancing
.
.
Book Review
8:00
Gum Shoe nop
8:00
4th Section Open House
10:00
7:00-9:0-

0

7:30-9:3-

0

Gym
Lower Kauke

-

SATURDAY, MARCH 8
.
Bridge Party, Ninth Section
2:30
Gum Shoe Hop
8:00

6:30-8:0-

.

0

6:45-7:3-

0

7:15-9:1-

5

Chapel
Scott Auditorium
Kenarden
Lower Babcock

5:00-7:3- 0

7:30-9:3-

0

FRIDAY, MARCH 14
M. S. G. A. Serenade Contest
8:30
Folk and Square Dancing
7:30-9:3-

Music Room

I Tninn

Lower Babcock
Scott Auditorium
Lower Kauke

.,

,

-

Scott AQdlloriunr- Babcock
.
,.
c
ocow
nuuiwnuu.
Lower Babcock

Chapel
Lower Kauke
Scott Auditorium
Lower Babcock
-- -

Lower Galpin
Lower Babcock
Lower Babcock
Lower Babcock

Scott Auditorium
Lower Kauke
Lower Babcock

Chapel
Lower Kauke
, Lower Kauke
Gym
1

Chapel
Gym

8:00-12:3- 0

Music Room
Scott Auditorium
Lower Kauke

-- Union

n'

6:30-8:0-

0

n.

Joseph,
who spoke first, pointed out the results of unpreparedness
- .
I
'
If
I.
II
'll
11previous to the last two wars, and ad hopes to take another poll which will
a

a

1

1

,

r ,
Chapel

Auditorium
... ScottLower
Kauke

0

SATURDAY, MARCH 15
Girls' Chorus
9:30
Results of the vote taken in Chapel on Wednesday morning, showed
Interclub Formal .
that 349 students were against compulsory military training and 95 SUNDAY, MARCH 16
Freshman Forum
9:15
for it. The balloting followed speeches made by Al Joseph, pro-coS. E. F,
Jackie Hornberger acted
scription, and Ted Fenton,
Westminster Fellowship
8:00
as chairman for the program.
anti-conscriptio-

Scott

5

Chapel Vote On Conscription
Bill Reveals Majority Disfavor

,

d

different show!

.

vlcev'

ft

V

-a-

Bricker, Dewey, Ba!
and Taft sineine "Maybe". At th

Save The Children Federation

's'vfSLJ

.

jfo

well-know- n

composed" of

4 'I 't' '' 't 'I'

W E LL ?

SUNDAY, MARCH 9
Freshman rorum ..
'9:15
Kappa Theta Gamma
3:30
Philosophy Club
S. E. F
.
Fellowship ...
Westminster
8:00
on Thursday evening, March 13 will
as rov' MONDAY, MARCH 10
be Stanley High,
Modern Dance
4:30
ing editor of the Reader's Digest,
Student Recital
7)0
-- contributor
tu many
and lso-asa
Men's State Oratory Contest
7700
magazines. The meeting will be held
Phi Sigma Iota
7:30
at the Wooster High School auditor
TUESDAY, MARCH 11
ium at 8 P. M. Admission is free and
...
German Lecture :....:...- 11:30
a cordial invitation to all members of
Modern Dance
4:30
.
Girls' Chorus
the college community is extended.
7:00
Glee Club
Men's
7:00
Mr. High was born in Chicago,
Freshman Apprentices
7:00
and educated at Nebraska Wesleyan
Club
Psychology
8:30
er
being
and Boston UniversityT-AftWEDNESDAY, MARCH 12
ordained as a Methodist minister and
- College Circle lea
4:00
Modern Dance
serving on various commissions of
4:30
Y. W. Meeting
that church, he turned to journalism
THE Corporation ..
7:30
where he was tor a time a member
Men's Interpretive Reading Contest
7:00
of the staff of the Christian Science
Symphony ..
he was a
Monitor. From 1932-3THURSDAY, MARCH 13Broad'
the
National
commentator for
Modern Dance
4:30
.'.
Girls' Chorus .
casting Company.
7:00
.
Men's Glee Club
7:00
Church Supper
7:00
Men's Senior Life Saving

basis. Thousands
of GI's will b
shocked to learn that the Army's
"You, You and You" system was

Spring is here
or nearly. The social activities list is growing
and things are beginning to happen around campus. And Mr: E. Z
Ramey and his efficient staff are slowly dying of aggravation as pro
gram chairmen, election campaign managers and other men of action
pour into his office and workshop with requests for wor and material
about an hour before desired delivery.
Mr. Ramey is handling a full sized job with his staff in peeping
the college buildings running and in working out such improvements
as the new lounges. However, despite this full schedule he is more
than willing to help out in student projects, decorations and campaigns,
However, the provision he ass is that you don't come in the after
noon that the job is desired. So hear ye all Senators, Section program
chairmen and such and anticipate your needs by a day or so and give
Uncle Ramey a chance.

All of these problems will be con
sidered by a committee from the la
terclub Council and the W.S.G.A
Board. Gwen Jones and Julia Car
son, presidents of the Council and
have an
the Board, respectively,
nounced that future surveys will be
made to seek oersonal reactions to
club life and rushing.

I

,Fvft,?TMl

J

Reader's Digest
Roving Editor
Speaks To Forum

Uncle Ramey Says

'$Mx

L

f

lie

.
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vocated conscription as the only way reach more students.
THE VOICE, official student publication of The College of Wooeter, is published weekly
to prevent another armed conflict. In
Some of the comments written on during the school yw except vacation periods. Subscription price is $1.50 per year. Editorial
,
Fenton's speech, financial, hygenic,
a member of Associated
the ballots indicate the apathetic re- - offices are located in room 15, Kauke Hall, Phone
I
printed
by the Collier Printing Co.,
VttMM. ind
of Colleciate Preis. ii nollcniitB
diitrihutor
- IMKC UCEWbA,bClK VIC
problems were put before the akUUAft
V
.
I ...
r
r
B
M
r'
fBi
...J
rem
matter in .iwooner iwoioj
vnicc.
iwimwiwi
need for defense.
who attended the meeting yesterday. wooster, Unlo. Entered as tecona-uu- i
national advertising by National Advertising Service, Inc., 420 Madison Ave., New York, N. I.
need me",
votes have been "Yes, as long as they don't
Editor
NORMAN L. WRIGHT
typical
was
comment.
Several
a
growing since November," 1945, when
- Business Manager
JOAN BOWMAN
the
an identical poll showed a two to one thoughtful voters wrote, "No, if
Associate Editor
Betty Ann Baker
.Managing Editor
decision against conscription, (yester constructive alternative is followed,"
.
Al Valentine
why expose men to the need'
First Assistant
Robert Taylor
day s vote was almost tour to one and "No,
military
of
less
intellectual
anasthesia
.Second
Assistant
David
McGuire
.
when
February,
a
1946
against), and
Editor
Sport
Larry
Piper
life?"
body
slight margin of the student
lean Maekay.
Maekay, makeUB
makeup editor: Ann
Rnu KmcI rnrnelii Lvbircer.
rger, future
It has' been suggested that perhaps
Mary Jean
edltori: Marv
feature editort:
turned the victory to the
ordray, Arllne Malecek, dr- advertising manager; Betty Guinther, auditor; Marilyn C
Shenefield.
of
vets, culation managers; Julia Owen, copy editor; Jean Horn, girls sports.u
tion side. These figures, however, do a separate box for the ballots
not indicate the feelings of the entire women, and "draf table" nYen might Staff AModatM! Joyce Jarman, Bob Clark, Pat Burneson, Beryl Stewart, Mim Alden, Mary Jean
Bennett, jack Holden, Ed Fenton, Betsy Welsh, Lorraine Duckworth, Dick Smith, Sally
campus for chapel voting is usually give the committee a better idea of the
Carlson, Bill Rowland, Bill Campbell, Dick Glade, John Demeter, Joe Bindley, Dick Caton,
quite small. Only 450 students voted true sentiments of the college on this
Helen Agricola, Mary Ellen Baker, Lee Hahn, Jan Palmer, Ken Wright, Kathy Wonder.
IRC
committee
matter.
yesterday, but the
Business Aaeodatsst Pro Kier, Pat Winters, Alice Hickman, Marian Allender.
do-mest-

ic

898-R-

.
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loan!, 45 - 41
Fo Dank Fourth in Ohio Slaio

Clash Saturday

(DD

The Scot cagers have much at
stake in their clash with Oberlin tomorrow evening, at Oberlin. Coach
Mose Hole will be seeking revenge
for the four defeats, the Yeomen inflicted on Scot basketball teams during "Cest la guerre" years of
5
and 45.'46.
The game will also be the 41st
meeting between the basketball combines of Wooster and Oberlin. Inasmuch as each school has won 20 of
the previous 40 games, the winner
of tomorrow night's game will hold
an edge in the intercollegiate casaba
rivalry.
Since becoming head coach of
basketball at Wooster in
Coach . Hole, has won. 16 .of the..21
four of
games played with Oberlin
five
losses coming in the past
the
two years. Wooster last pummelled
the Yeomen on the hard court in
1943, winning
The Scots are currently fifth in die
Ohio Conference and are fourth in the
state of Ohio, whereas Oberlin is 16th
in the Ohio Conference and 29th in
the state. Wooster's basketball record
is 17 wins and six losses as compared
to Oberlin's five wins and ten losses.
"Fingers" Wagner, "Swish" Shaw
and Don Swegan will be attempting to
fattentheitindiyiduaL coring jotals
of 337, 331, and 290 points at Oberlin's expense.
Captain Don Swegan and Ross
Smith will be playing their last basket
ball game for the Black and Gold. In
the event that Bob Baxter transfers to
dental school this fall, the Oberlin
game will be his last.
--

SCCDIPEE
By LARRY "Flip" PIPER

'44-'4-

Sharpen your axes, kiddos, for Piper
going out on the limb again. It is
foreseen that the following selections
will not please everyone, but I bounce
is

so hack away.

well

Rob Lucas Selected as Intramural
League's Most Valuable Player
The
selection as the
valuable
player in the Intramurmost
al League is Rob Lucas, center and
sparkplug of the champion Independent quintet. Rob ruptured the cords
with 86 points, the highest
achieved by any player in either
league
Sport-O-Scope-

's

total

Lucas has used his 6 ft. 1 in. to good
advantage throughout the basketball
campaign. In addition to being an
shot, Rob is like the Rock of
Gibraltar on defense.

un-cann- y

.

.

'26-'2-

73-3-

7,

6.

Remarkable timing and speedy agenable Lucas to control
rebounds from the backboards in spite
by numerous
of being
opposing centers.
t
iwD is a aemon ariDBier- - ana onderful
play maker. The fact that three
of the remaining four members on the
Independents team scored over 30
points may, in some measure, be at
tributed to Lucas' capable floor game
and knack of feeding the ball to teammates in a position to shoot.
Even more amazing is the knowledge
that Lucas has never played high
school or semi-prball. He possesses
that innate ability, rare in any sport,
of accomplishing the proper thing at
the proper time.
The total points of each player are
The Wooster tankers, coached by
included within the parentheses. Points Carl Munson, swamped the fighting
scored during the Independents-SeconBishops of Ohio Wesleyan,
The
Section game are not included.
win enabled the Scots to finish its
swimming season with a record of sev
Kenarden League en wins in 14 dual meets.
First Team
The Scot mermen took the first
(63)
Jim Kennedy, Fd B 6C B
Harry Scheifele, Fd II
(30) event, the 300 yard medley, in the
Johnny Kovach, C II
(48) winning time of 3 min., 32 sec. Hold'
(63) en, Hull, and Ballard swam the back
Jack Reitz,.Gd II
Vern Treadwell Gd V
(35) stroke, breast stroke, and free style.
at the end of the
Kennedy Shares Kenarden League The Scots led,
sixth
event
scoring title with Reitz. Aggressive,
Lyman
Hartley's 13 points were
capable performer, who is at his best
high
for
Wooster's
natators. Hartley
in a crucial contest.
grabbed firsts in the 50 and 100 yard
Scheifele
Faster than a run on
free styles and a second in the 400
a bank. Jumps amazingly high for his yard
free style. His winning times
6 ft. 1 in. Good rebound man and
were 26.2 seconds and 60 seconds,
scrappy ball player.
Ed Holden and Bill Hewitt took
Kovach
Saw limited service in firsts in the 150 yard back stroke and
last three games because of sprained 200 yard breast stroke in that order.
ankle. Second's only loss occurred in Their times were 1 min., 44.7 sec, and
the
game, when Kovach 2 min., 41.2 sec.
lost
was
to Second because of the
Wooster's swimming squad comaforementioned injury. 6 ft. 3 in. of petes tomorrow in the Ohio Confer
versatility beneath the buckets.
ence meet to be held at Gambier in
gressiveness

"out-heighte-

d"

'

.

a

4

a

-w-

Voosler Swamps
Wesleyan, 41 33

o

d

41-3-

29-2-

3.

0,

Fifth-Secon- d

Keitz

laienfeaasrarriecrwiurr

Kennedy for scoring honors of Ken
arden League with 63 points. Possessor
'
of fine set shot.

the

It should be noted that, in

swimming meet of
Feb. 22, which Oberlin won 5
Ed
Treadwell
Good play maker and Holden established a new Wooster
shot. Comes Oberlin swimming record in the 150
excellent
through in the clutch with important yard back stroke. Holden splashed to
victory in the time of 1 min., 45.8 sec,
points.
one-hande-

4

The Women a Athletic Association
is attempting to revive a tradition, a
tradition that was a regular Friday'
night social practice in those dim day
before the war
play night in th
gym. Badminton, basketball, swim-miand vollevball ara fearured for'
now won 25 of the 29 games played
participation by members of both sexagainst Case. Wooster has not been es. The advantages offered by mixed
87-3-

4,

.

of fifth place in the Ohio Conference
race.
1
win was the sec
Tuesday's
ond this year for Mose Hole's Scots
against Mount Union. Coach Hole
now may boast of having won 18 of
35 games from Mount Union quintets, which are consistently among the
best in the state.
Wagner Scores 19 Points
Ralph "Fingers' Wagner was the
Scots' scoring leader, sinking 19
points. Don Swegan and Earl "Swish"
Shaw each had eight points. Bill Her
man's 1 1 points were high for the Pur-ple Raiders.
7
45-4-

Bob Baxter
By BILL CAMPBELL

--

.

points scored were a new e
high
for a Wooster basketball team. The
previous record was "the 86 point)
scored against Kenyon in the '38-'3- 9
all-tim-

season.

"Fingers"

Both

half-tim-

19-1-

six-shoote-

rs.

d

8--

8,

27-2- 4

37-2- 9

47-4- 6

38-3-

40-3-

and

Wagner

'Swish" Shaw boosted their

total of
points over the 300 mark. Wagner's
10 points gave him a total of 304
points, and Shaw, by netting 23
points, "upped" his total to 302.
Wooster encountered little difficulty
e
in winning. The
score was
half-tim-

43-1-

7.

tion of the program, introducing Mr.

H. W. Taeusch, whose address,

e,

45-2-

Earl Shaw and Don Swegan led
the Scots' attackIn the firsthalf
with 16 and 10 points, respectively.
Jerry White, who meshed 10 points,
paced Wooster in the second half.
1

"Swish" Shaw must have had the
joint "Case'd" inasmuch as he man
gled the meshes with 23 points. Don
Swegan, "Fingers" Wagner, and Jer
ry White also figured prominently
in the scoring column, accounting for
12, 10, and 10 points respectively.

"Free-

dom and Responsibility in Education',
pointed out the relationship of physical education to other college courses.
Jean King led a panel discussion on
the contribution of physical education to democratic living. Other colleges represented in this discussion
Flora Stone Mather,
were Hiram,
Baldwin-WallacLake Erie, and Oberlin.
Peggy Short, in addition to her
more obvious talents, is also quite the
basketball player. She has been largely .
responsible for Freshman "A" team
and
victories over the Spuds,
the
Combination,
1 .
l
&uu noiamg we nrst piace in tarn
Women's Intramural Basketball Tourand boasting the enviable
nament
Culp-Kesset-uthe Trumps cinched
their lead by defeating the Freshman
"A", team,
The Peanuts, after
trouncing the Freshman "B" team,
21-tied the Domino-Im- p
team,
and bowed to an overpowering
G.D.I. . Sphinx squad,
With the basketball tournament in
Imp-Domin-

C-!ll--

8,

19-1- 3.

o

S

LIJ!

p,

el

21-1-

5.

13-1- 3,

8,

5-1-

4.

its last stages, volleyball now comes

Ross Smith, Slick Gaver, Miney into the limelight. Unusually enthusiBusack, Bob Baxter, Pat Milligan, astic turn-out- s
Monday and Wednes-

Jim Weygandt, and Gene White all day nights thrilled manager Lois Zaun
dropped in points.
and point toward a spirited contest.

5,

.-

-

i
MADEMOISELLE
As see

r v- .-

7,

un-"gob"-ble-

high-scorin-

defeated by Case since 1935, when sports competition need not be mentioned here. Come to the gym Friday
the score was 48-4night and see for yourself. .
Inasmuch as Case had not won a
The Ohio Association for Health,
game all year, the outcome was a Physical Education, and Recreation
foregone conclusion. The game, how met in Geveland Feb. 21 and 22. Mist
ever, was important in that the 87 Lowrie presided over the college sec4.

Robert "Snag" Baxter has been a
member of the starting five since the
opening whistle of the basketball campaign. As a Wooster guard, his 6'4"
and 170 pounds have dovetailed into
Coach Hole's plans to produce a
hustling winning basketball team.
Bob's work in the Mount Union
game certainly put a crimp in the
Raiders' raiding. Returning to the
game in the second half after sprain.
ing his ankle in the early stages of
e
The 9
score indicates the casaba clash, Baxter's rebound rethe tight defensive tactics to which coveries had the same effect on Mount
both Wooster and Mount resorted.
as taking the slugs out of Jesse James'
Scoring in die first half was tighter
than an inebriated kettle drum, as the
Bob's forte is defense. The efforts
lead changed hands four times before
of Vince Barr, Ashland basketball
the half.
ace, to maintain a 22 point average
Wagner spearheaded the Scots' first- per game in the Wooster-Ashlanhalf attack by blistering the bucket game
of Jan. 25 were stymied by Bax
with 11 points. The score was deadlter's alert derensive play. Barr sank
ocked.,at the end of five min only
one field goal in the first half and
utes Wagner having accounted for
scored only eight points in the entire
all five points.
game.
Shortly thereafter, the score was
When enemy shots come flying off
before Herman's fieldagain tied,
the bank boards, Bob goes far into
ers pushed Mount ahead. But the Scots
the stratosphere to snag them. His timrallied to tie the score at 15 all and
ing in judging rebounds .would put a
then at 19 all.
chronometer to shame.
Wooster soon trailed in the second
Although not a prodigious scorer,
half because of Bell's two fielders and
Baxter has the happy faculty of
successful free throw. But the Black
twitching the twines with a long set
and Gold applied the pressure to zoom
shot when points are resperately need
leads.
and
to
ed. His long fielder just before the
.Raider reserves failed to stifle the four minute mark
in the Wooster
Scots' scoring thrusts. But the return Mount game gave the Scots
a
of the regulars reduced the margin.
lead and provided them with the inCoach Hole's quintet led,
centive for winning the contest.
when Bob Baxter fouled out with six
Bob, who hails from the East, first
minutes to be played. The Hilltoppers played ball with his local high school
still held a three point bulge,
at at Lockport, N.
J. Holding down the
the four minute mark.
center position, he earned letters in his
Don Swegan's two gratis tosses and junior and senior years and captained
a fielder and free throw by Pat Mil' the squad as a senior.
ligan, who had replaced Baxter, gave
While serving in the navy, Bob play
the Scots a four point working margin ed on the Philadelphia Naval Hospital
which they held in the final two min' team for nearly a year. Tis the
utes.
truth that Baxter was in
"Fingers" Wagner, Don Swegan, strumental in pacing his mates to the
and "Swish" Shaw paced Wooster's championship of the 4th Naval Dis
second half offensive with eight, six, trict.
and five points, respectively.
Bob is planning to enter buccal en
The Scots' ability to shackle Mount's gineering as a career. The manner in
Bill Doll contributed which he has painlessly extracted op
greatly to Wooster's ultimate triumph. ponents' scoring punch indicates that
Doll scored only six points against the "Snag" will make a fine dentist.
A defensive demon, a good floor
Scots, two of these in the first half
Wooster-Moun- t
man and superb play maker, Bob BaxWhereas in the
Union game played in Severance gym, ter has contributed immeasurably to
Doll crammed the basket with 19 the polished performances of Mose
Hole's surging Scots.
points.
-

ne

JUNIOR BAZAAR
SEVENTEEN

N.

Y. TIMES

MAGAZINE

1

d

g

53-5-

0

n

1-2-

4,

JOLLIFF'S AUTO SUPPLY
AUTOMOTIVE REPLACEMENT PARTS
Tires, Batteries, Sporting Goods

'

Second Team

(30)
(48)
(53)
(43)
(33)

Dick Hollingsworth, Gd II '
Honorable mention: Dave Graber
(35) I, Bill.Quayle (33) V, Dick
Graham (31) IV, Chuck Stocker (30)

II.
Junior League
First Team
Dick Grenert, Fd IX
(84)
Don Black, Fd II
(74)
Rob Lucas, C Ind.
(86)
Carl Mortland, Gd Ind.
(65)
Berry,
Kappas
Gd
(64)
Jim
Grenert
Tall and terrific. Excel
- lent shot from any place on the floor.
Especially efficient near the basket
Second best scoring record in the In-tramural League.
!

.

Small and pugnacious for
Black
ward. A deadly shot. Makes up in
spirit what he lacks in height.
Already discussed.
Lucas
Superlative on defense
Mortland
and an excellent set shot artist. Fine
team player.
Berry
"The berries." Good scor
ing threat. Plays consistently alert
game.
Second Team
(61)
Johnny Guzzo, Fd Town
(54)
Sy Satow, Fd II
(41)
Kimmich,
CV
Dick
(56)
Gd Ind
(53)
Chuck Leety, Gd Ind
Honorable mention:
John Glatz
Tom Strickler (40)
(48) Kappas,
.

VIII.

87-3-

Wooster defeated Case,
a
Wooster once again assumed the role of giant killer by upsetting
avored Mount Union, 4541, on the latter's home court at Alliance. week ago in Cleveland. It was the
The victory over Mount enabled the Scots to knock the Purple Raiders Scots' 15th win of the season as
from its fourth place spot among Ohio States basketball teams and against six losses.
seize that enviable position for itself. Inasmuch as Muskingum has al'
Teams coached by Mose Hole have
ready completed its basketball schedule, Wooster also took sole possession
.

d

Bill Gaston, Fd I
Bill Shinn, Fd VII
Ed Ziemke, C B BC B
Art Schneider, Gd B & B

Dej-Moo- dy,

lase,

ol

Kenyon-po-

Wooster-Oberli-

W.A.A. Revive:
Play Nigki

Scots Trample

Scots and Yeomen Uoosicr Topplos

ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
Sunday Evening

GRIFFIN ELECTRIC SHOP
W. Liberty Street

155

Bill Shack

George Lahm

RADIO REPAIRS
LAMP CORDS
IRONS -:-

SMALL RADIOS
EXTENSION CORDS
DESK LAMPS .
-:-

-

."Instant" Hog Dog Roaster

Jeweler

Order Your Corsages

For The Latest

Radios Records
Record Players
-

BELIE

IT

-- Record Shop

NEW
BEACON

All-Clu-

Formal from

b

DALE BLOCHER
Kenarden III Phone
V Agent For

EL

CRUM'S

ES!

For the

427--R

I T E

Flower Shoppe
510 W. Liberty

Phone 282

THE
DUB-L-IT-

1
"My coat must be a lassie Jr.. . .free- wonderful sleeve touched
twinging
with trapunto embroidery. ..cut with a
stroke of genius, in virgin wool suede, 0
Milliken fabric
colors
grey, beige, rose, aqua, emerald, amber
and block. Sizes 7 to 15.

...

Man-appeali-

NEW HANKIES

E

CIGARETTE LIGHTER
WINDPROOF
STREAMLINED
TWIN FLAME

CKtqi&zz,

Linen Prints in Spring Colors
AIR

$39.75

BRUSH PRINTS OF GORGEOUS BEAUTY

ALSO FINE SWISS EMBROIDERED AND

LACE TRIMMED
--

SUPERIOR
GET YOURS TODAY - $5

FRAIIK WELLS

50c to

2.95

THE GIFT CORNER
Public Square
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Students And Team Appreciate

21

Winning Years

"

n

T

1

'Amigcs' Pick OHiccrs

MSGA Brings Baclr Old Tradition;
Secfions vie In Serenade Contest

At the monthly meeting of "Los

Amigos", the Spanish Club, new officers were elected: President, Betty
By FRED STEAD
Reif; Vice President, Margaret Eynon;
the
Scott
Auditorium,
at
8:30,
On Friday night, Mar. 14, in
5. li. A. will present its annual serenade yoncesc wiui au nine Treasurer, Tom Dickson; Secretary,
Pat Nigh; Sergeant-at-ArmTom
sections participating.
by a
followed
Elections
were
Hazlett.
The contest was inaugurated in 1943 under the direction of Tony
'proPlease"
Gervasio. Since the war took all the serenaders, the custom became a miniature "Information
but now the men have returned and we feel it's high time gram covering questions on the Spancasualty
ish language.
we dust off another good tradition
practice.
back
and put it
into
Under the guidance of its new nobility plans are under way for next
Eighth Section won the gold en
In a debate tournament at Capitol month's program when the "Amigos"
graved plaque in 1943 and will be deUniversity last weekend, Wooster's will again congregate.
fending their right to keep it this
B team consisting of Paul Weimer
March ,14.
and Dave Blackshear, Bob Lothar
The rules are simple:
and Dave Byers came out undefeated.
1. Section can be represented by as Fred Bowman and Harold McComas,
Stultz and Art Southwick,
many or as few of the members Harry
members of the A teams also gave a
as they themselves deem necessary.
good showing. The topic of debate
Each Section is required to sing was: Resolved that labor should receive an equal share in the manage3 songs, one which is traditional
ment of industry. Hiram won first
with each Section and two more
You Pay Only
place honors, and Capitol came in
of their own choosing.
second.
s,

.

Debaters Travel

F I

MS

L

Developed Free

For The

The winner will be picked by three

In the speech contests held at Ohio

judges (all members of the Faculty). The sections will be judged on
applause, musical ability, presentation, and section representation.

Courttty of The Wooitcr Daily Record
Larry Piper's idea to honor Coach Mose Hole for his enviable record
of 250 basketball wins in 21 seasons of WoteFsportsculminated in the
S.-- F.
presentation pictured above. Last Saturday night, immediately after
(Continued from Page 1)
the suspense packed 5 4' 51 victory over Ohio Wesleyan, Art Palmer, .
a
Student Senate president, presented Coach Hole with a fine piece of trips through the Akron lactones,
practice that had to be discontinued
leather luggage.
during the war. The "Story of Rubber"
The presentation went further
exhibit may be visited at any time
when Larry Piper, Voice sports' edit- collection efforts of Tom Lykos, Ralph without any advance arrangement, but
or, handed Mose a certificate for a Wagner and Don Swegan and other factory and merchandising laboratory
Kenarden men put the idea over
new suit.
group trips must be arranged for in
advance, preferably by letter.
Taking the microphone Coach Hole
announced that Ralph "Fingers"
Julie Carson announced that ques

Relations
A

Wagner would captain next year's
basketball team, succeeding Don Swegan who has now sparked the team to
17 wins out of 23 played.
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Givt your skin the luxurious pampering care
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Cleansiner Cream. More than iust a cleanser
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cream soothes and softens
this
as It cleans, leaving your skin radiantly FOR THIS MONEY-SAVINVALUE
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iresn ana glowing, ours your way to oeauty.
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Freedlanders

Photographs of Distinction

Since Dollar Day's over and Mose
Hole won't get a sale special, he'll
have to use all the money for his
wee giftie. Poor man works years
like a beaver for practically nothing.
When he does get some money some
schnook has to help him spend it. Incidentally, Mosel is doing push-up- s
on the revolutionary methods of ap
plied psych. If you're scared to ask
for a raise, plant a joker in the
crowd to do it for you. Wanted, one
small crowd.
Mose and his boys dribble down to

'

' ''
Y

' t

?s?'

Freedlanders. "The emphasis today
is team work," says Mose, and his
boys surround him while he lifts a
shirt ignoring the 3.50 sign. Won't
Mosie look splashy in his foamy white
shirt with the ocean pearl buttons,
They're New Yorkers with different
sleeve lengths, long, full cut tails and
fused collars, sizes 14 to 17.
While Mose probes for super- padded shoulders, Digits Wagner
scores with a
suit in
a diagonal weave in tan or blue.
He'll look just as darling in a one
button long roll as he does in a sin
two button roll. They're
only $35 minus the Wagner.
Speed Swegan eevered ' the floor
to find something sharp. You can
bet he welsh like this new sport suit.
He'll look adorable in the smart jac
kef with the contrasting pants. The
jacket is two button
the slacks
wool gabardine
Final score is 2 smart pieces $35
in the buyer's favor.
We'd love to outfit the rest of
Mose's boys. The things they do wear
look sort of drafty. They've done a
fine job and we say it Shaw is nice
to know you can buy bigger and
Baxter bargains. Weygandt you Ross
down to the Slick store that scores
against any competition.
;!.'
Aw WOW,
Livy - DePastina
double-breaste-
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For Your Friends
Have a Photograph Made at

Snyder Studio
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Mm Beatrice Donavon, left, of New York, applies rouge to Arrow Club President Kathy Wonder,
while Ruth Forsey, of Qeveland, Helen Bartholomew Rhlnesmith, Grays cosmetologist, assist.
individual girls during a question
period.
Miss Beatrice Donavon, New York
cosmetologist, and Miss Ruth Forsey,
of Cleveland, came to Wooster especially for this especially planned
program. Helen Bartholomew Rhine-smitregistered cosmetologist of
h,

Grays Drug Store in Wooster, was the
other expert in the trio.
The Arrow Club was selected as the
first college eirls' erouo to have the
opportunity For first hand discussion
of beauty problems. The club's adviser,
Mrs. William Kieffer, was present for
the program.
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pastel tints and tones.
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Citizens Bank Building
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Fine firm weave in spring
weight.

single-breaste- d;

The Arrow Cub of The College of
Wooster hadr a beauty "bull" session
in Lower Babcock Monday night.
Three expert cosmetologists showed
their 25 young models die correct use
of beauty preparations, and solved
mall personal makeup problems of

mately

DAGGETT and RAMSDELL
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College" Girls Told Pf operUseof BeautjrAIds

ff

All of No. 127 Films or smaller
are printed oversize to approxi-
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SPECIAL AT GRAY'S

GOLDEN

flannel shirt it's from the team.
This is Coach Hole's twenty-firs- t
the
season as basketball coach
longest stretch, of coaching in the
state. He joined the Wooster staff in
January 1919 as frosh coach after
his discharge from the U. S. Army
Artillery after World War I.
This campaign of "Mose Hole
Appreciation" was marred Feb. 24
or 23 when someone, in a mood of
negative appreciation, stole 44 of
the fund from Dick Poethig, Senate
treasurer, Uther money was stolen
at the time and the case is in the
hands of the M.S.GA.
The Senate's Wednesday emergency
session decision to vote money from
Senate funds and the last minute

.,"5.

Mel-conia-

it

tionnaires had been given to all the
girls on campus concerning clubs, and
that the majority of people wish' the
question of clubs to be considered with
the possibility of revision or abolish'
ment.

City Taxi

Prior to the game the team held a
private honoring ceremony for Coach
Hole presenting him with a package.
If you spot Mose wearing a new red

a

University on Feb. 21, Hazelyn
received a third place rating
for extempore speaking. Pat Miller
and Peg Strouse, who represented
Wooster in interpretive reading and
respectively came in fifth in
Applause will be one of the major oratory
individual contests.
their
factors determining the winner so
Sections had better start lobbying now
for the claques. Girls come on out too
.
t
f
ana cneer tor
tne
section or your Mosel Holds Psych Talk
choice
everyone is invited.
The Psychology Club's next meeting
Admission is only 23c and will will be held Tuesday, Mar. 11, in Lowbe charged at the door. Make ar er Babcock, where a short dissertation
rangements for your Serenade Par on "Job Availabilities in Psychology"
ties now.
will be presented by Mr. James Mosel,
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